Luxury Turkish Villas

Bozburun Peninsula

“Number one Turkish Villa Holiday 2015 and 2016”
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“I have been to lots of villas in lots of
countries and Villa Lale ranks number
one - it is a seriously beautiful villa in a
stunning location and absolutely
everything is provided for the perfect
holiday. Oh and the weather is pretty
damn good too!”
Villa Lale Guest
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Top Luxury Villas
Private Pools

Luxury villas. Enjoy luxury holidays in our
fabulous villas on the Bozburun Peninsula in
Turkey. We are different from travel agents.
You book directly with us, the villa owner so
you will experience a true authentic rural
Turkish holiday. If our values reflect yours,
please support our sustainable tourism
initiative.

Sustainable tourism. Our luxury villas are
built by craftsmen from our village so when
you stay in them you are contributing to
sustainable tourism as the team are based
in the village. Expect food and a warm
welcome from the villagers who will look
after you throughout your holiday.

Low Impact Tourism
Sustainable. We believe in a low impact tourism. The Bozburun
Peninsula is a protected nature area so we go to great lengths to
minimise our impact on the environment.
We have invested in the latest 100% ecological cleaning systems
in each private pool plus installing water softening systems which
means that we use NO chemicals in our pools. Our guests love
our pools as they do not smell of chlorine and do not pollute the
environment.
We have also invested in the latest generation of solar water heating
systems as these are far more efficient than panel systems. We have
drilled wells and installed automatic drip watering systems in the
gardens to minimise the amount of water we take from the village.
The mayor supports our way of investing in the community.
We arrange transfers and rental cars delivered to the villas by the
day. Just book your flights and leave the rest to us for fabulous
luxury villa holidays in unspoilt Turkey.

“Villa Anni was perfect and we really
enjoyed it. I thought the amount of care
you and Ann have put into furnishing it
shone through and makes the holiday
even more enjoyable. Loved the village
and the people are so friendly and kind.
Thanks and well done on achieving such a
beautiful villa”
Villa Anni Guest
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Villa Anni. Sleeps 4/6 (2 bedrooms), secluded rural village location.
Large sun terraces. Free WiFi and all International telephone calls.
Private eco-friendly pool. Experience rural Turkish village life in a
luxury villa, whilst being close to the beaches and sailing around
the Bozburun Peninsula.

Luxury Villa Lale

Sleeps 5/6 Private Pool

Villa Lale. Sleeps 5/6 (3 bedrooms), peaceful
location in orange groves with private ecofriendly pool. Free WiFi and all International
telephone calls. Wonderful location for a
chill out holiday.

Villa Nurtan. Very private stone villa.
Sleeps 6/7 (3 beds), set alone in an idyllic
valley, large private eco-friendly pool. Free
WiFi and all calls. This wonderful individual
285 m2 luxury villa, named Villa Nurtan
after its Turkish architect, is considered the
finest in the area. Set in a fabulous location.

The Bozburun Peninsula
Unspoilt Turkey. The Bozburun Peninsula is one of the most
beautiful parts of Turkey as it is protected by the Government and
classed as a natural environment. This means that all development
is severely limited with high rise construction banned throughout
the peninsula.
Because of this, the Bozburun Peninsula is often referred to as a
living museum as the way of life is largely unchanged from decades
ago.
This makes it very attractive to visitors who are looking for a
wonderfully relaxing place to stay, and explore the villages dotted
along the peninsula. Compared to bustling Marmaris, all the
villages along the Bozburun Peninsula are quiet and you will find
the locals very friendly.
Our local bay in the village is so beautiful and natural that the
Turkish Government has applied for it to become a World Heritage
Site.

“A magical villa in an exceptional
village with the most glorious people, I
would recommend this beautiful villa to
anyone looking for that special holiday
experience. After being here for the past 10
days we are all in agreement that we will
never stay in a resort again. Thank you
for making our holiday so relaxing and
comfortable.”
Villa Nurtan Guest
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Finest locations. Our villas are unique designs set apart in a
beautiful valley near the bay in Orhaniye. Each villa is completely
private, being about 5 minutes walk away from eachother. Our
guests enjoy privacy on their holiday and being able to experience
rural Turkish hospitality.

Luxury Villa
Nurtan
Sleeps 6/7 Private Pool

Good Communications. We understand
how important it is to keep in touch. Guests
staying in our villas enjoy free businessgrade WiFi and free International telephone
calls.

Eco-friendly Pools. Our pools use a new
ecological cleaning system so no pool
chemicals are used that could pollute this
beautiful area. Our villas enjoy a private
mains water distribution system between
them, ensuring water is always available
even if the village supply fails.

Luxury Villa
Anni
Sleeps 4/6 Private Pool

Website

Mobile App

Web: LuxuryVillasTurkey.com
Email: john@luxuryvillasTurkey.com

